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It is shown that wave equations with nonzero rest mass are invariant with respect to a 15-
parameter group of transformations which is a representation of the conformal group· 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE Klein -Gordon and Dirac equations are in
variant with respect to a 10-parameter group of 
transformations which is a representation of the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group Lto· 

It has been shown by Cunnigham,1 Bateman,2 

Dirac,3 Bhabha,4 Pauli,5 McLennan,6 and others 
that in the case of zero rest mass the wave equa
tions are invariant under a wider, 15-parameter 
group of transformations which forms a represen
tation of the conformal group C4 including Lto· 
The Dirac equation for the neutrino is in addition 
invariant under the 4-parameter Pauli group. 

It is generally believed that these invariance 
properties are peculiar to wave equations with 
zero rest mass. 

However, we show below that both the Klein
Gordon and the Dirac equations with nonzero rest 
mass are also invariant under a 15-parameter 
group of transformations G15 which is a repre
sentation of the conformal group C4• The analogue 
of Pauli's group also exists for the Dirac equation. 
The operators for all these transformations con
tain as a parameter the mass m, and in the 
limit m = 0 go over into the well known operators. 

Some of the operators of the representation of 
the Lorentz group L10 assume an unusual form in 
the group G15 • This causes certain difficulties: 
under Lorentz rotations the momentum of a par
ticle does not transform as a four-vector. 

In the derivation of the transformations for 
nonzero rest mass we shall made use of the known 
form of the transformation for m = 0. 

In this connection we discuss in Sec. 2 the rep
resentation of the conformal group C4 for rest 
mass zero. In Sec. 3 we establish the method for 
deriving the corresponding transformations for 
m ;" 0. In Sec. 4 we give the infinitesimal op
erators of the G15 for wave equations with m ;" 0 
and the analogue of the Pauli group. 
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2. CONFORMAL GROUP AND WAVE EQUA
TIONS WITH ZERO REST MASS 

As indicated in the introduction, many papers 
existl-6 dealing with the proof of conformal invari
ance of wave equations with zero rest mass. In 
this section we give a summary of the principal 
results, some of which appear in references 3 - 8, 
relevant to the problem of the conformal group 
and the invariance of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac 
equations with zero rest mass. The 15-parameter 
conformal group c4 consists of the Lorentz group 
L 10 (translations and rotations ) , of the scale 
transformation, and of the four properly conformal 
transformations (see first line, Table I ) . Properly 
conformal transformations correspond to the prod
uct of an inversion in the unit hyper-sphere x1 = 
xp. I x2, then a translation, and then again an inver
sion. Three of them (spatial) are related to 
transitions to a uniformly accelerating frame of 
reference. 9 -ta 

The transformation laws for solutions of the 
Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations with rest mass 
zero 

0 2cp0 (x) = 0, 

a 
I:< axil- 'Po (x) = 0. 

are given in lines 3 and 4 of Table I. 

(1) 

(2) 

As can be seen from Table I the solution of even 
the Klein-Gordon equation does not behave like a 
scalar under scale transformations and properly 
conformal transformations. 

Functions transforming according to any of the 
representations of the conformal group change ac
cording to the following law under infinitesimal 
transformations:* 

(3) 

*We take the physical momentum and angular momentum 
operators for P and M - hence the appearance of the imagi-

11- /J-V 
nary unit i. 
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TABLE I. Finite transformations 

Transformation of 
coordinates 

Transformation of 
a scalar function 

Transformation of 
solutions of the 
Klein-Gordon e
quation with m • 0 

Transformation of 
solutions of the 
Dirac equation 
with m• 0. 

Scale 
transformation 
(1 parameter)* 

Properly conformal 
transformations (4 parameters)** 

f' x - f ( xp. + ap.x2 ) 
( p.l- 1+~ (ax)+ a 2x2 

'P: (xp.) = 

= [1+2 (ax)+ a2x2]-I 'Po ( xp. + ap.x2 ) 
1+2 (ax)+a2x2 

<jl: (xp.) = 

_1+2(ax}-(ay)(YX) ( xp.+ap.x2 ) 
- [1+~ (ax) +a2x2j2 <)io 1+2 (ax)+a2x2 

*The numerical value of the power to which a must be raised in the case of 
cp0(ax) and I/J0(ax) is determined by the requirement that ¢ 0 and !flo transform ac
cording to a representation of the group C4 in its entirety, and may be found from 
the structural relation (15). 

**x2 =X X , C1.2 =ct. ct. 1 (<t.x) = 0: X , p. = 1,2,3,4. 
p. p. p. p. p. p. 

~' (x) = (I + iwlf.vMif.v) ~ (x), 

~' (x) =(I + E!) ~ (x), 

f(x) = (1 + alf./lf.)~(x), 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where PJJ., MJJ.lh I, and !JJ. are the infinitesimal 
operators for the translation, rotation, scale and 
properly conformal transformations, and aJJ., wJJ."' 
€ and aJJ. are the corresponding infinitesimal 
transformation parameters. 

The infinitesimal operators of the conformal 
group and its representations satisfy the following 
structural relations: 

[/ If.• MvA] = - i (olf.vl A- olf.,J v)' 

[/If., fv] = 0, 

(Pif., /] = P11-, 

(MILv• I]= 0, 

[Ill, ll =-!If., 

[Pif., fv] = 2 (Mif.v + iolf.vf). 

(7) 

(8) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

For solutions of the Klein -Gordon equation with 
zero mass the infinitesimal operators in x - and 
'P -representations respectively ( 1/J (p) = ( 21r) - 2 x 
f exp ( - ipx) 1/J ( x) dx ) are given as follows 

M.,.v = - i (xlf.a I ax.- xva I axlf.), 

M11-• = - i (Pv.a I apv- Pva I aplf.), 

I"' = x2a1ax11-- 2xlf.x.a 1 axv- 2xv., 

I~~-= -i{plf.a2 1ap~-2!3+ p.alaPvlalaP~~-}. (16) 

For solutions of the Dirac equation with m = 0 
the corresponding quantities are 
Pp.=-ialaxlf., ·p~~-=P~~-, 

Mlf.V = - i (Xv.O I axv- xva I axv.) + + Ov.vo 

M11-v = - i (Pv.a I apv- P.va laPv.) + t alf.., 

I= xp.iJjaxp. + 312, I=- p~'-a1ap~- 5l2. 
I If.= x2a I axlf.- 2xv.xva;axv- 2xlf.- llf. ('fX), 

I"'=- i (Pv.a 2 I ape- 2 (3 + Pva I apv) a I aplf. + 'l'v.'l'•a I apv), 

(17) 
where (J'JJ.V = -i ('YJJ.'YV- O'JJ.V). 

Whereas the operators PJJ., MJJ.v commute with 
the wave equation operators, the corresponding 
commutators for the operators I and IJJ. are 
(in the p -representation): 
for the Klein -Gordon equation 

(I, p2J = - 2p2 , [I~~-, p2J = 4i0p 2 / aplf., (18) 

and for the Dirac equation 

11, i'l'Pl=-i'fp, [!"', i1pJ=2io(i1p)lop"'. (19) 

Consequently these commutators vanish when ap-
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plied to solutions of the wave equations and there
fore the transformed functions will also be solu
tions of the wave equations. 

If instead of IJ.J., PJ.J., and I one introduces the 
operators 

M"s =}<I"+ iP">. M"a = +w" + u">. 
Moa =-I (p. =f= 5,6)' (20) 

then the relations (7)- (15) may be written in the 
form of structural relations for the rotation group 
in six dimensions, i.e., in the form (9) with J.J., v, 
A., p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. A number of authors 3•4•14 

have studied the conformal group and invariance 
with respect to it of wave equations with zero rest 
mass by going over to a 6-dimensional space. 

3. RELATION BETWEEN WAVE EQUATIONS 
WITH m ;z! 0 AND m = 0 

The proof of invariance of the Klein -Gordon 
and Dirac equations with mass under the 15-
parameter group will be accomplished by estab
lishing a relation between the equations with and 
without mass. All considerations will be carried 
out in momentum space. 

If in the Klein -Gordon equation 

[p2 - p~ + m2] rp (p, Po) = 0 

one makes the substitution 

q = p, qo = s (Po) V p~- m2 , 

tpo (q, qo) = rp (p, Po), 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

then Eq. (21) takes on the form of a, Klein-Gordon 
equation with zero mass 

(q2- q~) rpo (q, qo) = 0. 

Similarly, the Dirac equation 

(i&P + m) 4 (p, Po) = 0 

goes over, under the substitution (22) and 

where 

o/o ( q, qo) = So/ (p, Po), 

X = tanh-1 m 
Po ' 

into the Dirac equation for zero mass 

since 

s-1 (i&P + m) s-1 = i-rq. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

There exists a whole class of transformations 
of this kind which reduce the Klein-Gordon and 
Dirac equations to mass m = 0. They are all non-

covariant. One of them, with a unitary S matrix, 
was utilized by Cini and Touschek.15 

Equations (25) and (28) are invariant with re
spect to the 15-parameter conformal group. The 
laws of transformation for the solutions of these 
equations are given in Sec. 2. The 15-parameter 
transformation group G15 which leaves the equa
tion with nonzero mass invariant may be obtained 
as follows: 

1) Using (22) and (23) for the Klein-Gordon 
equation, or (22) and (26) for the Dirac equation, 
we perform the reduction to the massless equa
tions. 

2) We perform any of the transformations of 
the 15-parameter group for m = 0. 

3) Finally we perform the operations inverse 
to (22) and (23) or (22) and (26) and thus obtain 
the operators of the 15-parameter group for non
zero mass. 

4. INFINITESIMAL OPERATORS OF THE 15-
PARAMETER GROUP FOR KLEIN-GORDON 
AND DIRAC EQUATIONS WITH m 7Z! 0. 

Finite transformation of the 15-parameter group 
G15 for m ;z! 0 are very complicated. However, 
since they are fully determined by their correspond
ing infinitesimal operators we give below only the 
latter, derived in the manner described in the pre
vious section. 

The infinitesimal operators are as follows:* 
a) For the Klein-Gordon equation 

P;< = p, (r = I, 2, 3), P K ~/-2--2. 
o = Y Po-m ' 

K 1( a a) Mrn = i Pr apn - Pn ap, • 

(30) 

K 1 V p~ - m2 ( a a \ 
M,4 = 7 Po Pr ap,- P4 ap,) (p, = ip0 ); (31) 

K [ a m2 a l. I =- 3+p --·--j· 
IL apiL Po apo 

I = -t·p __ 1_ -·---- -2ifK-K [ az m2 az m2 a J a 
r r 2 ' 2 ., 3 a a • apiL Po ap;; Po Po Pr 

- 2IK !._}. 
apo 

(32) 

(33) 

*For the sake of simplicity we consider only the case of 
positive frequencies, Po;;;;.. rn. 
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b) For the Dirac equation 

p~ = p,, (34) 

(35) 

(36) 

D K im 9 I, =I,+ 4 3 ( 2 ')[mPoPr-2Pri4(2p0-m2) 
Po Po- m 

+ 2ir,p~ (Po-r4m)] 

. ( iJ im iJ ) itnj4 ( iJ iJ ) 
- Ljr t~'-a+--;- +-.- Pr-::;--+Po- , 

P"" Po upo p0 upo op, 

+ im'T4 1v _ m + 'T4Po 

Po Y p~- m• V p~- m2 

( iJ im i) ) 
tp. iJpl' +Po iJpo • 

(37) 
The infinitesimal operators (30)- (33) and 

(34) - (37) satisfy the structural relations (7)
(15). Consequently the transformations deter
mined by them form a representation of the con
formal group C4. In the limit m = 0 they go 
over into the corresponding operators for the 
massless equations [see Eqs. (16) and (17)). 

All these infinitesimal operators either com
mute with the appropriate wave equation operator, 
or commute in application to the solutions of these 
equations, in a manner similar to the m = 0 case 
[see Eqs. (18) and (19)), e.g., 

[JD, irp + m] =- (1 + t4m/p0 ) UTP + m). (38) 

Let us note that all commutators that vanish for 
the m = 0 case also vanish for m ;c 0 with the 
exception of 

[M~, irp + m] 

m 
= V 2 2 (Prt4- p,Ji,) (ijp + m). 

Po p0 -m (39) 

Thus, the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations with 
mass are invariant with respect to the 15-parameter 
group G15. 

However in order to obtain a representation of 
the conformal group C4 in its entirety it was nec
essary to modify the representation of the inhomo
geneous Lorentz group L10 (the operators Po and 
Mr4 were changed). As a consequence the law of 
transformation for the four-momentum of a par
ticle PJ-L (which is not the same, in general, as 
the operator of infinitesimal translation Pll) will 

differ from the transformation law obeyed by four
vectors.* Analogous difficulties may also arise 
for other physical quantities. 

In conclusion we note that the method described 
in Sec. 2 may be used to derive the analogue of the 
Pauli group for the Dirac equation with mass. For 
example, the one-parameter group is given by 

~' (p) = exp (iar 5 ) ~ (p), (40) 

where 

n= 1. (41) 

In the representation discussed above of the con
formal group c4 the quantity r 5 behaves like a 
Lorentz pseudoscalar. 

The authors are grateful to Prof. M.A. Markov 
for his interest in this research and to L. G. Zas
tavenko for useful discussions. 
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*pll transforms as a four-vector. 


